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1.
Urban planning techniques.
Master planning a transformation area 
within a larger strategic framework
This book is about the results of the Urban Plans Studio course, 
first semester of academic year 2015 / 2016 at Politecnico di 
Milano, School of Architecture, held by Marco Facchinetti . 
The aim of the course was to learn urban planning theories and 
techniques, studying recent and most contemporary urban 
transformations around Europe and US. 
Urban transformations became, since decades, a way of 
reinterpreting the existing cities, focusing on the unique value 
of living within the city and its boundaries. In recent years, 
after a first wave of changes that followed the end of extensive 
industrialization in western world cities, and not mentioning 
the early attempts to re invent cities through urban renewal 
programs (and simultaneously not considering how they failed 
in many cases), urban transformations became one of the tools 
that urban planning has to re invent cities. By themselves, 
they reinterpret the concept of scale, they create a different 
balance between interior and exterior of urbanized areas and 
they become new occasions of ‘urbanity’ even where relations 
and distances are not at an urban scale. 
The most interesting aspect of recent transformations is just 
this: they try to add ‘urbanity’ to places with different speeds, 
not necessarily compact or concentrated, not contiguous to 
other places, not historically characterized by compactness 
and urbanity. Many transformations are still in the cities 
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centers, maybe because some areas missed the occasion of 
transformation’s first generation, but the majority is occurring 
in other places, not close to the city center, and able to re invent 
the relations within urban regions. These transformations 
are creating episodes of urbanity all around the regions, re 
connecting disconnected areas, presenting themselves as 
points to be reached by major transportation facilities and 
showing their ability to create urban atmosphere. 
The new urban feeling, the invention of a model where being 
‘urban’ is cooler than before, the western culture of young, 
hipster, cultured and well dressed men and women find a 
perfect place in recent and contemporary transformations: 
urbanity, centrality, connectivity and sustainability are four of 
the paradigms that transformations bring with them and on 
which the course will focus on. 
Transformations occur every time there is an under used area 
or a use that should/want to be changed. They used to be long 
term, in decision taking and constructions, due to the size 
that former industrial areas had, but they tend to be faster, 
smaller and more oriented in changing some places of the 
metropolitan area being able to insert, at a metropolitan level, 
a new presence. The speed of urban transformations and the 
size of the areas involved has shifted from large, very central 
areas to smaller, sometimes not necessarily central areas able 
to infuse urban life to more suburban places. 
Urban planning tools, such as metropolitan plans or regional 
planning agendas focus a lot on transformations. These plans 
see in transformations a good way of investing strategically, 
driving real estate market and creating hot spots of changes 
in the metro areas. Around them, smaller processes of 
gentrification may occur (helping in many cases the retrofitting 
of many suburbs) and above all, in the smartest metropolitan 
areas, the distribution of uses and zones and the connectivity 
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through urban transportation networks change. 
Focusing on urban transformation gives the opportunity to 
understand some key concepts of contemporary, western 
world urban planning, and working specifically on one of them 
will allow to learn techniques and tools of up-to-date practice 
in urban planning. 
The course investigated on some concept in urban planning, 
studying them under a new light. Large metropolis give the 
chance to study how the relations between city, neighborhoods 
and suburbs have shifted including a more complex idea of 
region. The change of relations and scale give the chance to 
learn how transport policies have changed, considering urban 
networks at a larger, more regional scale and opening the 
division between urban, suburban and metropolitan networks 
to a more integrated approach and more flexible use of every 
network. The specific design that urban transformations seem 
to have give the chance to understand how new areas have 
been composed by different uses and functions, and how 
they combined open spaces with built up ones. Green areas, 
parks and open lands are pieces of larger networks, with 
recreational and environmental uses. Again, and above all, the 
arena that surrounds these projects is tremendously complex 
and articulated. Citizens, stake holders, environmentalists, 
developers and policy/decisions makers compose all together 
a narrow pool, where each party decision collides with other 
ones. The result of the project, and the result of the physical 
transformation of an area is a specific balance of all different 
interests. Or, sometimes, a lack of balance and just the result 
of stronger powers against weaker ones. 
The teaching strongly believes in the importance of plan, as 
the smartest way to manage all the issues and interests and 
preview the effect and the impact of transformations. And 
it believes in the importance of master plan as a way to test 
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rules and rights, share the vision and build consensus and 
foster a strong, visional and physical sense of belonging to the 
proposed changes. 
Travelling around European most recent transformations and 
reading the most interesting processes of regional strategic 
planning together with the deep analysis of the physical changes 
that urban transformations brought to cities, students had the 
chance to work practically on a transformation area located in 
Milano regional, urban area. They put into practice the theories 
learnt attending classes and they find the best scenario to plan 
the transformation of the area from three different points of 
view. Acting as developers, or as citizens or as decision makers, 
students had the chance to compose the difficult arena of 
decisions and interests, they have been required to act as one 
of these three groups, developing a project able to defend and 
foster their specific set of interests. Every group developed 
one specific project aimed at planning a new destiny for the 
assigned area, but every group had to show, with the project, 
how its specific set of interests is defended by the project. 
The final exam has been organized as a big public discussion 
in which every group tried to convince that its project was the 
best, and its balance of interests was the most successful one. 
The different sections of the course helped students learning 
different theories and using different techniques moving 
through the development of the project. 
The course aimed at giving to students a broad variety of ideas 
and concept, but it focused on a specific set of theories and a 
specific way to urban planning. As course taught at Politecnico 
di Milano, School of Architecture, the cultural basis of the 
course shows how urban planning is studied and theorized at 
this school. Upon the shoulder of Italian rationalism, with the 
teachings of some fathers of urban planning, after the long 
dispute between plans and projects and having understood 
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how structure and strategy should compose in a good balance 
every plan, the teaching of Marco Facchinetti is focused on 
showing how Milan’s school balances the European way to urban 
planning, above all focusing on transformations, with an eye 
open to quality, design, urban composition, size of the cities 
and quality of life within them. It is not just a matter of mixing 
good techniques: it is a matter of understanding that every 
place is unique, and people who will live there should consider 
it as the best place in the world. Taking inspiration from specific 
moments in Italian planning (the idea of neighborhood as a 
social way of combining different levels of society and as urban 
typology between urban and suburban, the mix of uses every 
block has been called to host), considering many missing things 
that urban areas still show compared to others around Europe, 
students learned Milan school approach to urban planning and 
techniques, with eyes open towards European trendies and 
western world practices.
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2.
Porto di Mare. Urban boundaries 
and strategic hubs 
The area of Porto di Mare is an old story for the Milan territory: 
for several years, this site has been abandoned and, from the 
second half of the years ‘90s different functions have been 
planned for the area, with several proposals and ideas, the 
latter of which was the “Small city of Justice”. In fact, it has 
never been done a very careful analysis of the local situation, 
an assessment of the place compared to what surrounds it, 
of what that place is now, including a series of environmental 
problems. 
The first problem concerns the ownership of the area, almost 
public with some private areas included, and some different 
public owners among the shareholders. In these recent years 
the Consorzio  has managed the area adopting a very soft power 
on it,  allowing to establish illegal business activities, many of 
them without a rental contract. It’s certain that an operational 
reality, free of any kind of control scheme, has established: 
the area, without specific plans and without a strong control 
power, also considering its position within the city, structured a 
self organized system of uses and values. It is now very hard to 
change this geography. That’s why the municipal administration 
started since many years a communication plan, involving all 
people who live and work on this area. Some of the actors have 
been involved to manage and discuss their potential re location 
on better places, and some of them have been considered good 
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enough to stay, according to their uses and their potentiality 
to produce some good urban values (e.g. sporting activities).
Porto di Mare is very interesting from urbanistic and territorial 
point of view: it is an area where coexist together a protected 
park - a large part of Parco Agricolo Sud - and an agricultural 
area still active, a typical feature of this area of Milan; sports 
activities; some manufacturing activity; residential uses. 
The area of Porto di Mare is adjacent to one of the oldest 
neighborhoods of Milan, which has been a bit separated from 
the city. Redevelop the area could mean giving a sign of renewal 
also to the district Mazzini/Corvetto. Porto di Mare is an area 
with incredible accessibility, provided by the subway station 
(Porto di Mare) and by Rogoredo Station, whose destiny shifted 
from the original idea of creating a urban gate main station for 
high speed rail services to the reality of a metropolitan station, 
where some high speed trains stop but with a very local/
regional aspect and attire. But thanks to this accessibility, the 
area can easily host residential uses and sport facilities (taking 
advantage of its proximity with the open lands system, under 
the protection of Parco Agricolo Sud Milano). In recent years, 
the area has been seen also a good location for new business 
centers, thanks to the high standards of accessibility and to 
develop new housing projects, involving private and public 
sector. 
The development of a drawing for the area is a big challenge, 
considering the existing structure of the neighborhood, the 
distribution of uses and the way people live this place. There 
are small groups of rural origin that should be kept, because 
they characterize the history of the site: despite the complex 
situation, those small groups run small commercial activities 
and they are also much loved by the city.. One of the most 
interesting aspects, which is an important challenge, is the 
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relationship between this part of the city to be redeveloped 
and the South Park where you can’t build. This part of the Park 
is very critical because over the years a dump has been located 
just on the area, managed by AMSA. The municipality is doing 
investigations and safety interventions which require important 
financial resources and introduce limits on the possibilities of 
use, although it is not intended to receive dangerous wastes 
but only construction materials and debris. A small portion of 
the area is also occupied by a Roma camp, creating additional 
difficulties.  This issue has jeopardized even the cohesion and 
integration of any project. 
The interest of the area lays just at the crossroad of urban 
and agricultural dimensions and it shows the strange destiny 
of Porto di Mare. Redevelopment project have to face at least 
three different aspects and three different vocations. The 
area is a strongly and historically established residential area, 
thanks to the two big social housing complexes, one nearby 
and one directly facing the area. Residential uses are naturally 
already there and this can be one of the main uses that the 
area could get from any transformation project. At the same 
time, Parco Agricolo Sud Milano protects all the open and 
green areas, and this gives the chances to consider Porto di 
Mare as one of the green doors between city and open lands, 
between urban and agricultural. On a different perspective, 
and adding a third potentiality, the area is surrounded, on the 
eastern and southern sections of it, by new, big, important 
and strategic redevelopment areas. San Donato and its big 
business centers development, re structuring the existing 
business and residential neighborhood and at the same time, 
on the eastern side and nearby Rogoredo, the big area of Santa 
Giulia, where development has been undergoing since years. 
Porto di Mare is right in the middle, surrounded by historical 
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urban development, new strategic and regional development 
and a great, open and empty land protected by the authorities.
The area’s history is fairly recent even if it forms part of the 
much lengthier and age-old project of connecting Milan’s 
waterways to the sea and to the Po River navigation systems. 
In the year 1900, when the city was in its prime in terms of 
building and industrial expansion, Paribelli, an engineer 
with the Civil Engineering Department, sought to address 
the old problem of Milan’s port from a different vantage 
point. His vision, in part, revived the route that was probably 
initially started by the ancient Romans; moving, however, the 
embarkation point to the city’s south, to Rogoredo, where all 
the waterways gather before flowing towards the Lambro River. 
The idea was immediately set into motion by a large technical 
team that outlined the necessity of creating, on the one hand, 
a commercial port with various docks arranged in the manner 
of a comb; and, on the other hand, an industrial port-canal that 
would be useful to the industries that had decided to establish 
themselves in the area. In December of 1917, in full “Caporetto” 
[a rout], the City’s Planning Department approved the final 
plan, which, of course, also necessitated the formation of a 
Milan Port Authority.
With the end of the war, the plan was again taken up and 
resumed, also as a way of providing work for the great number 
of unemployed troops returning from the front.  From 1919 
to 1922, various works were carried out: the excavation of the 
commercial port, the excavation of two meters of the industrial 
port between Via Emilia and Via Paullese, the excavation of 
several sections of the canal at S. Giuliano, Lodi, Maleo, and 
Maccastorna, totaling about 20 km. In 1922, changes in the 
political climate brought about a suspension of the work, while 
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at the same time the traffic to the Porta Ticninese [Ticino 
Gate] Pier increased, paralleling the city’s growing building 
activity. The number of embarkations (over 70 per day) in 1936 
was greater than at such established ports as those of Brindisi, 
Bari, and Messina. They carried, however, modest cargoes 
(40/80 tons), much smaller than the barges that could carry 600 
tons that plied the French canals, and could have navigated 
between Milan and Venice by means of the Po River. Because 
of this, it was deemed that the work should start up again, 
perhaps by rethinking the 1917 project. Towards the end of the 
1930s, under the direction of the engineer Giuseppe Baselli, 
Director of the Municipal Planning Office, the entire project 
was reviewed, and several modifications were applied to the 
plan. While the commercial port was to remain in Rogoredo, 
the industrial port was to be moved to Milan’s south, with a 
long canal connecting the Naviglio Pavese [Pavia Canal], below 
Conca Fallata and continued in a direct line to the Naviglio 
Grande just outside the city limits. To overcome the circa 20 
meter difference in ground levels between Rogoredo and the 
Naviglio Grande, three locks were planned. At the intersection 
of the two Canals, two large docks would have allowed for the 
exchange of small cargoes for larger ones. The water flow to 
power this great port-canal was to be assured by the creation 
of a new “Naviglio Grande”, also derived from the Ticino River, 
which would, however, have flowed along a different course 
than the old Naviglio Grande. These important works brought 
with them the “advantage” of doing away with the canals 
within the city limits and the Porta Ticinese Pier, allowing 
for the construction of wider streets and enabling an easier 
expansion of residential housing in the area. The issue of the 
Martesana Canal connection was set aside with the notion 
that it could be worked on in a second phase, when a canal 
would be dug to the east of the artificial basin. Even the course 
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of the canal from Milan to the Po River was subject to some 
modifications: rather than remaining always parallel to the 
River Adda, it crossed this river to flow directly to Cremona. 
Milan’s General Regulatory Plan, approved in 1953, adopted 
the 1941 plan in its entirety, but the work was never started. 
With the advent of the new regional regulatory system, in 1972, 
the Lombardy Region proclaimed that the work would start 
imminently. Land was acquired and a new entity was formed, 
which, in collaboration with other places that flanked the Po 
River, hoped to improve the navigability of this river, and to this 
end, several canals were built parallel to the river. In Lombardy a 
section of canal was dug between Cremona and the Adda River 
(Milan Canal), which for now lies idle and unused among the 
fields. The decree, issued on 3 June 2000, has in fact abolished 
and forced the closing down of the Consorzio del canale 
Milano-Cremona-Po [Milan-Cremona-Po Canal Consortium]. 
In Milan, beyond giving one of the subway stations the name 
“Porto di Mare” (Seaport), nothing has happened, but one 
must not despair—Milan’s ships will arrive at the sea when “i 
potenti di questa terra indirizzeranno le loro forze a compiere 
quest’opera, con lo stesso impegno con cui ora si distruggono 
a vicenda ad estorcono denaro ai concittadini per sostenere le 
loro scelleratezze” (“this earth’s powerful people channel their 
forces to complete this work, with the same diligence that they 
now use to destroy one another and extort money from their 
fellow citizens to sustain their wickedness” [De magnalibus 
Mediolani, chap. VIII]).
It is with the PGT (Piano di Governo del Territorio - Plan for 
Governing the Territory) that the provisions for the area become 
official and the area acquires the status of ATU, otherwise 
known as an Urban Development Area for the part included in 
the urbanized fabric; and the status of ATP, otherwise known as 
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the Peri-Urban Development Area for the part included in the 
Parco Agricolo Sud Milano (South Milan Agricultural Preserve). 
The ATU (Urban Development Area) that incorporates the areas 
of real development is known as the Porto di Mare [Seaport], 
while the ATP [Peri-Urban Development Area], that incorporates 
the agricultural zones protected by Parco Agricolo Sud Milano 
(South Milan Agricultural Reserve) is known as the ATP3, The 
Abbeys.
With an area of 364,910 square meters, the ATU Porto di Mare 
allows for a free-for-construction ratio of 0.35 per square meter, 
creating a GFA of 127,719. There is no provision for public 
housing or agreements toward that end, something which is 
all the more surprising because of the presence of significant, 
well-established, and good public housing in the area. Fifty 
percent of the ST [Total Area] must be used for public spaces, 
creating an area of 182,455 square meters. 
According to the plan’s specifications, the built area must 
be concentrated along Via Fabio Massimo, while the areas 
bordering the Agricultural Reserve must be used for green 
spaces and for public services. The area will be crossed by one 
of the new transportation lines envisaged by the Plan, a line 
capable of connecting the area to Rogoredo and to the train 
station.  The bicycle path skims the area along the left perimeter, 
joining and continuing the Viale Omero system. The PGT does 
not address resolving one of the prime issues of the area, that 
is the separation in respect to the rest of the city, its being a 
peripheral site, and its total lack of communication with the 
northern axes access to the city. Via Cassinis—where there are 
several businesses and which, in the recent past, has seen some 
development dynamics, with some new functions and several 
new buildings—is not connected because of its separation, 
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demarcated by the slip road right alongside this axes. It is a 
planning theme, where quite the contrary, lab experience has 
carefully addressed the issues, proposing several significant 
solutions. The most significant part entails being involved 
in this connection, in “repositioning” the Porto di Mare area 
within the geography of the urban Milanese region, the firm 
belief that revolving around Rogoredo, and the connection 
that this signifies, allows Porto di Mare and Santa Giulia to 
have a greater dialogue so that together they may contribute 
to the redefinition of Milan’s southern perimeter. Beyond this, 
if we insist on a new system for gaining access to Milan, giving 
importance to Rogoredo as a transit hub, which should be a 
highly accessible one, then, many more connections may be 
established, including one with the tertiary hub of San Donato. 
Precisely for these reasons, the students’ plan works—it listens 
to and uses this stimulus, understanding not only the local 
potential, but also, and above all, the region-wide potential. 
1. PGT Milano _ ATU Porto di 
Mare. Transformations rules and 
morphological guidelines 17
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2. Porto di Mare area.
General aerial view
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3. Porto di Mare area.
Aerial view of Via Fabio Massimo
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4. Porto di Mare area.
Aerial view of Rogoredo 
Station area
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5. Porto di Mare area.
Aerial view of Rogoredo and 
Santa Giulia areas
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6. Rogoredo
Station Square
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7. Rogoredo
Station Square
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8. Rogoredo
Station Square, towards
Via Cassinis
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9. Rogoredo
Station Square, old building
and parking lots
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10. The city edge:
roads, bridges 
and tracks
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11. Porto di Mare area.
View towards
Via Dionigi 
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12. Porto di mare area.
View towards
Via Dionigi
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13. Porto di Mare area.
View towards
Via Dionigi 
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14. Porto di mare area.
View towards
Via Dionigi
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15. Porto di Mare area.
View towards
Via Dionigi 
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16. Porto di mare area.
View towards
Via Fabio Massimo
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17. Porto di Mare area.
View towards
Via Fabio Massimo
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18. Porto di mare area.
View towards
Via Fabio Massimo
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19. Porto di Mare area.
View towards
Via Fabio Massimo
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20. Porto di mare area.
View towards
Via Fabio Massimo
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21. Porto di Mare area.
View towards
Via Fabio Massimo
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3.
Organizing a students’ 
workshop on urban and master 
planning 
Students have been organized into small teams (4 students 
each team). Teams developed a project for the area of Porto di 
Mare, on the southeastern fringe of the city of Milano. Teams, 
and students, decided how to act and what set of interests 
defend, among three choices. Developers, Citizens and Policy 
Makers: each team decided how to act and develop a project 
whose first aim has been to defend the set of interests of the 
group. Every group worked on this scope of work: 
Consolidate the team. Four students each team is the perfect 
composition. Names and composition of the teams have been 
decided on the first week of the course; 
Decide which side to work for. Developers? Citizens? Policy 
makers? With a balanced distribution of teams among these 
three macro groups, teams decided how to act. Teams always 
took into consideration their belonging to one of the three 
macro groups and the project they develop maximized the 
defense of their specific interests, convincing other teams that 
their own project was the best. 
Develop the project. First: Urban Region connections. The 
project for the area showed how connections to metropolitan 
level are granted. Transformation projects are correct only 
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if they are part of a strategic, metropolitan vision. The course 
recommended transformations with a strong metropolitan 
connotation, able to infuse urban quality and urban life in 
suburban, marginal areas. Students received a set of urban 
plans and tools to look at, such as former provincial level plans, 
agricultural protection plans, strategic agendas, infrastructural 
projects. Students’ own specific project always took these 
aspects into consideration. 
Develop the project. Second: create an urban node. The 
transformation of an area is an important step municipality, 
developers, citizens and policy makers take into consideration 
very carefully. Every (re) development changes the destiny of 
a site, of its surroundings, of people living within and around, 
and (if correctly planned) of the metropolitan region. The 
course strongly advocated urban quality and urban life for 
every transformation within the urban region. Urban quality 
has been described during classes and it refers to some key 
principles of the course such as compactness, mix of uses, 
architectural variety, social cohesion and variety, environmental 
sustainability, transportation connection, walkability, ability to 
foster local economy. The project transformed the selected 
area into a new urban node under (at least) these principles of 
urban quality. 
Develop the project. Third: defend each side interests. 
Lobbing for and supporting the project. Every team kept 
into consideration that its project had to fight to  win the 
competition among other students’ works. Final exam has 
been organized like a public arena, all the projects have been 
presented defending specific interests. The winner projects were 
projects able to maximize the specific set of interests of each 
group, considering simultaneously all other parts/stakeholders 
interests. This book shows the best projects and the winning 
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ones. Without forgetting anyway that the first winner should 
always be the city, as a balance of all the categories of people 
living, playing, working and acting there. 
The course and the master plans building technique proposed 
a list of issues that every team took into consideration. It has 
been important to find a good way to balance creativeness 
of students and the need of a method. This list gives the 
possibility to include all the analysis and the readings each 
team did, covering the larger spectrum of issues and topics. At 
the same time, it gives the possibility to read a method and a 
way of dealing with master planning processes.
First section
A 1.1 Large scale analysis. Relations between the project 
area, the surroundings, other transformations area (Santa 
Giulia, Rogoredo) or other existing key places (Chiaravalle)
A 1.2 Large scale analysis. Analysis of the planning frame. 
Milan PGT, former Milan Provincial Plan, Parco Agricolo Sud 
Milano (PASM) structural plan and rules, Regional level plans 
and requirements
A 1.3 Medium scale analysis. Physical connections 
(infrastructural, open areas environmental, built up 
environmental, public uses and facilities)
A 1.4 Medium scale analysis. Non physical connections 
(proximity, vicinity, separations)
A 1.5 Local scale analysis. Survey of the area, boundaries, 
edges and centers, existing features, problems and potentialities
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A 1.6 Local scale analysis. Existing rules and regulations. 
Development rights, building code regulations, restrictions, 
landmark regulations
A 1.7 Multi scales analysis. The different sets of interests. 
Developers, citizens, policy makers. Reporting the existing 
debate and all the different expectations, from conservative to 
progressive, from protection to speculation. 
Second section 
A 2.1 Map of the actors and forces who drove development 
around the area, and map of the reasons of weakness for the 
area
A 2.2 Local view: who lives and uses the area. Local users, 
commuters, citizens. Map of the actors and forces who live and 
use the area
A 2.3 List of potentialities. New actors and new forces for 
the development of the area. Enlarging and/or changing the 
pool of actors, and including or excluding needs and interests
Third section
P 3.1 Preparing the master plan. Strategic map of contents. 
Existing rights, strategic visions and new rules
P 3.2 Preparing the master plan. Uses and actors. Forces 
brought to the area and forces driven around it. 
P 3.3 Preparing the master plan. Strategic map of contents, 
relations, connections, links. Shaping the future of the area
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P 3.4 Preparing the master plan: sets of interests. Developers, 
citizens, policy makers
P 3.5 Developing the master plan. Built up and open spaces, 
private and public, networks, uses, building regulations, 
connections. Physical map of the transformations
P 3.6 Developing the master plan. Social cohesion, land use 
and behavior. How master plan foster different actors’ interests
P 3.7 Developing the master plan. Multi scales view. Relations 
with the surroundings and the large scale planning frame and 
issues
Fourth section 
P 4.1 Strategic use of master plan. How master plan defends 
actors’ interests and sells the goodness of the project
P 4.2 Consensus building techniques. Simulations 
P 4.3 Communications strategies around the master plan
P 4.4 Testing rules and numbers. How master plan anticipates 
development of its projected transformations. Codes and 
rights. Role of simulations 
P 4.5 Preparing public presentation and discussion 
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Section 1
FROM CITY TO REGION
45
46
4.
Urban regions and cities. How urban 
transformations are re shaping size, form, 
geography and scales
This section gave an overview on how urban transformation 
have re shaped many western world cities. It is no longer a 
matter of re using under developed areas within the city, but 
it has become a new wave of transformation all around the 
metropolitan areas. Many of these transformations are bringing 
urbanity to the fringes and the suburbs. Many of these projects 
are creating new nodes within the region, changing the global 
geography of the metropolis. For these reasons, the exercise 
proposed to look at Porto di Mare with different eyes. Porto di 
Mare can be considered a local place with a lot of problems; it 
can be seen as a urban fringe that does not its work, designing 
a boundary that doesn’t say where the city ends and when 
the countryside starts. But, looking at its position within a 
larger region of space, studying and understanding its real 
connectivity and accessibility, it is easy to see that Porto di 
Mare deserves a different future.
The analysis focused on understanding the position of the 
area no longer within the city limits but considering Milan, 
San Donato and all the connections already in place and 
able to link this place to the largest and major national and 
regional networks. Students have been required to locate the 
area, watching all the potentialities that Santa Giulia and its 
unaccomplished mission has, Rogoredo and its rail services 
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offers, San Donato as a consolidated employment cluster can 
represent. With this in mind, some teams compared the area 
in terms of accessibility and centrality with other areas around 
the city, and many others discovered how this place can be 
seen as a new regional centrality. 
Students used different keys to find a new position for the area. 
Some of them focused on the uses, and discovered that Porto 
di Mare faces on the north side well established residential 
neighborhoods, a mixed uses area on the east, just on the 
other side of the urban highway that connects Milano to the 
national highways network, farms and open green areas on the 
south. Some others focused surely on green, proposing to use 
potential green connections and corridor to find a way to keep 
things together and bring the green inside the city from the 
agricultural park, through Porto di Mare and towards Milano. 
 22.Team 6
Evaluation
of accessibility
values
48
23. Team 6
Comparison 
between 
transformation:
numbers and 
data
24. Team 6
Analysis of land  
and market 
values and 
comparion with 
surroundings 
areas
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25. Team 6
Analysis of recent 
transformations 
in Milan and 
distribution of 
new uses 
26. Team 1
Cross section 
over the 
landscape of the 
area east/west
27. Team 1
Cross section 
over the 
landscape of 
the area north/
south 
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28. Team 1
Overlapping the different layers 
of the area: problems and 
potentialities
29. Team 4
The area is 
considered as a 
gate to the city 
and a gate to the 
region
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30. Team 4
Mapping values and potentialities of 
the area between city and region 
31. Team 4
Analysis of the vocations 
of the area
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32. Team 8
Finding the correct strategy for the 
development of the area. Analysis of the 
green areas around the site
33. Team 8
Developing the strategy: green corridor 
connecting the city, the countryside and 
the natural preserve
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34. Team 8
Strategic map of the choices. 
Mapping interests and values of the 
area, according to the distribution 
of actors
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Section 2
ACTORS, INTERESTS, VALUES
57
58
5.
Actors. Urban transformations 
as battleground for different 
interests
Every process of re shaping the city, or a part of it, involves 
different actors and different interests. This is the core idea 
of the workshop: a project is a specific answer to a specific 
problem. It transforms something private, like a development 
area, using rights given by the public (the plan). For this 
reason, every project is a balance between private interests 
and public answers and it is a game of developing something 
that makes someone happy and many others unhappy. A good 
project leaves only few unhappy and brings to majority happy 
results. The course will help studying how different groups 
bring together different interests, and understanding how a 
public arena works. Above all, it tries to understand if more 
democratic processes of participation result in specific shapes 
of transformations and, on the other side, if less participative 
processes have different final physical results. 
Results have been of great interests. Students tried to map 
actors, interests, powers and values, inventing some new ways 
of designing the results, and using these results to move the 
project forward and take decisions on the different parts of the 
area. Mapping power and interest, they displaced on graphic 
local, urban, regional and even national actors, understanding 
how to involve actors not physically connected to the area 
and how to use values and suggestions expressed by local 
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communities, citizens and users. Some teams tried to localize 
on a map the geography of interests, in a very interesting way 
and looking at connections with the project’s decisions. Thanks 
to this exercise, students prepared a series of maps, able to 
represent the geography of actors and values but above all 
they created a control system, through which the final layout 
and the final decision of the project have been tested. Making 
changes or moving things differently in a correct and creative 
process of back and forward between analysis and project.
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35. Team 6
Distribution of 
actors and values. 
The geography of 
interests behind 
development 
36. Team 6
Analysis of the 
geography of 
actors considering 
public and private, 
local and regional 
actors 
37. Team 6
Positioning 
actors according 
to interest and 
power 
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38. Team 6
Map of the 
distribution of 
stronger and 
weaker interests 
in the area.
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39. Team 6
Analysis of 
strength and 
weakness of the 
area
40. Team 6
Synthesis of the 
map of the values 
of the area 
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41. Team 4
Distribution of bad 
and good things in the 
different sections of the 
area 
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42. Team 1
Analysis of the 
different parts of the 
area, according to 
some criteria. Mapping 
the area in to zones 
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43. Team 8
Analysis of the 
actors directly  and 
indirectly involved 
in the development 
of the area, 
according to their 
connections with 
uses  
68
44. Team 8
Geography of 
local interests. 
Bad and good 
things 
45. Team 8
Geography of 
local interests. 
How the analysis 
produces 
suggestions for 
the project 
69
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Section 3
BUILDING THE MASTERPLAN
71
72
6.
Final project as difficult balance 
of interests. Design and power
Since the beginning of the Eighties, urban transformations 
have re shaped the majority of European and American 
cities. The workshop didn’t focus on less recent processes 
of transformations (such as the ones occurred after IIWW in 
Europe or the Urban Renewal program in the US). It studied 
what happened after the world changes in economy and 
industrial production after the end of the Seventies. Above 
all, the course studied how the concept of transformation has 
evolved balancing the importance of plan, as general frame to 
give to transformations a specific role, and project, to create 
innovative answers and differences among places. 
Every project has a specific way of building the result of 
balance of interests. Playing with density, typologies, balance 
between open and built up areas, every project shows the set 
of prevailing interests. Many areas have resulted to be win-win 
products; many others have obfuscated some interests and 
rights to make prevail others. Above all, the course proposed 
how to use master plans to convince and gain support to the 
development of it. Public participation, charretes, meetings, 
lobbying have all their own techniques to help building 
consensus around a specific proposal. Students have been 
required to decided the side to stay on and push for. Developers, 
citizens and policy makers have all a different attitude towards 
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projects and transformations; they want to see things moving 
at different speeds, and they all have a specific, and unique, 
map of interests and powers. Considering how large is the area 
students worked with, the geography of powers and interests 
vary from place to place: there are corners where citizens’ 
interest is very high but developers’ expectations are very 
low (i.e. the green areas included into the park, which citizens 
consider as a magic treasure and developers do not consider 
at all, due to the tight restrictions Parco Agricolo Sud Milano 
imposed to development). But there are other places within 
the area where interests and values collides. Maybe residents 
would like to clear up all the south side of Via Fabio Massimo, 
and connect their residential neighborhood with the park. On 
the same place and at the same time, developers look at these 
areas with great interests, due to their proximity to Porto di 
Mare M3 station, and their being a natural expansion of the 
already built up neighborhood.
The project balanced these aspects, but it had to make a 
clear and supported choice: developers should use the master 
planned transformation to create an economic value, citizens 
should consider the regeneration process as a good chance to 
enhance the value of existing districts and solve the problems 
too much rooted in their neighborhoods, and again policy 
makers should combine a set of tools and a set of policies 
to show how a master plan can be considered as a large and 
flexible way of following the transformation process supporting 
it with sectoral projects and policies, finally combining the two 
sides (plans and policies) too many times separated. 
At the end of the exercise, developers, citizens and policy 
makers shared their final results and, in a public area – like 
final discussion, each side supported its project and it used 
persuasion techniques to convince of the goodness of its 
project. 
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46. Team 6
Finding the correct layout for 
the project. Analysis of project’s 
connections 75
47. Team 6
Finding the correct layout for the project. Analysis 
of project’s connections76
48. Team 6
Project’s land use 
77
78
49. Team 6
Densities layout and distribution 
79
50. Team 6
Buildings heights 
51. Team 6
Buildings typologies 
80
52. Team 6
Distribution of uses within 
the project’s area 
81
82
53. Team 6
Recreational activities on the 
open spaces’ networks 
83
54. Team 6
Feasibility and operational 
units
84
55. Team 6
Masterplan 
85
56. Team 6
Masterplan. Open spaces 
and networks design 
requirements 
86
57. Team 6
Urban design 
details on 
pedestrian 
networks
59. Team 4
Land uses compatibility. 
Agriculture and urban 
development 
87
58. Team 6
Urban design 
details on 
pedestrian 
networks
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60. Team 4 
Masterplan 
connections 
and networks 
61. Team 4 
Masterplan 
large scale 
connections. 
The city and 
the region 
62. Team 4 
Masterplan 
green areas 
layout 
63. Team 4
Main boulevard urban 
design details 
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64. Team 4
Main boulevard urban 
design details 
90
65. Team 4
Masterplan land use 
91
66. Team 4
Masterplan
92
67. Team 4
Masterplan key plan 
93
68. Team 4
Masterplan’s details 
on Rogoredo square 
layout 
94
95
69. Team 4
Feasibility 
and 
development 
units 
70. Team 1
Preparing the 
masterplan. Sketches 
and uses analysis
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71. Team 1
Preparing the 
masterplan
72. Team 1
Masterplan’s 
layout uses 
distribution 
97
98
73. Team 1
Masterplan’s 
development zones and 
uses layout 
99
74. Team 1
Masterplan 
development  
100
75. Team 1
Masterplan’s development 
101
76. Team 1
Masterplan development  
102
77. Team 1
Masterplan
103
78. Team 1
Masterplan 
details 
79. Team 1
Masterplan 
details  
80. Team 1
Masterplan 
details 
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81. Team 8
Masterplan environment 
layout details 
105
106
82. Team 8
Masterplan 
107
83. Team 8
Masterplan. 
Environment and open 
spaces layout 
108
84. Team 8
Masterplan. 
Environment and 
open spaces details 
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85. Team 8
Masterplan. 
Environment and open 
spaces details and cross 
section 
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86. Team 8
Masterplan. 
Environment and 
open spaces details 
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87. Team 8
Masterplan. 
Environment and open 
spaces details 
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88. Team 8
Masterplan. 
Environment and 
open spaces details 
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89. Team 8
Masterplan. 
Environment and open 
spaces details 
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90. Team 8
Masterplan. 
Environment and 
open spaces details 
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91. Team 8
Masterplan. 
Environment and open 
spaces details 
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